Two-Sided Narration and In-Group Narrator: Examining the Effects of Different Strategies of Mediated Public Diplomacy
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With the COVID-19 pandemic reducing multilateral cooperation and acting as a multiplier of “decoupling” major-power relations, the potential of public diplomacy for rebuilding trust has been highlighted. The present study examines the effects of different strategies for improving international attitudes with perceived credibility as a mediator. Using China-U.S. relations as case study, a 2 × 2 between-subject factorial design (N = 425) crossed-narration perspective (one-sided vs. two-sided information) with narrator identity (in-group vs. out-group of targeted audiences). Results indicated when American participants were exposed to China-related media content that (a) told stories from both positive and negative perspectives or (b) was produced by in-group members, they perceived the information as having high credibility and showed significant positive attitude increases. However, combining two strategies did not bring additive effects. The findings illustrate that two-sided narration and in-group narrator are effective approaches to mediated public diplomacy. Implications for public diplomacy research and practices in the post-pandemic epoch are discussed.
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As COVID-19 creates pronounced threats and uncertainty to all humankind and causes maximum harm to the world’s economy, it has significantly undermined international and intergroup trust, understanding, and tolerance. This has led to increasing conflict and zero-sum logic in international relations, especially among geopolitical rivals like the United States and China (e.g., Jaworsky & Qiaoan, 2021). The deteriorated foreign relations further stimulated the public’s skepticism, antagonism, and hostility toward other nations. For instance, according to a survey from the Asian Pacific Policy and Planning Council, Asian
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Americans reported more than 650 racist attacks within just one week in March 2020, including abuse, physical intimidation, and spitting (NBC News, 2020). On the other side of the Pacific, anti-U.S. sentiment and radical, xenophobic speech targeting the United States continues to rise in Chinese cyberspace. Against this background, the potential of public diplomacy to directly communicate with foreign publics and restore mutual trust and benefit, interdependence, and collaboration among nations deserves careful examination.

This study took the United States and China as the research case, examining the potential for different mediated public diplomacy narration strategies to improve international attitudes. We also investigated the role of perceived credibility as a mediator during the international communication process. For a long time, China’s soft power campaigns and public diplomacy initiatives have been viewed as obviously propagandistic and thus have had only limited success in persuading international, especially Western, audiences (Bailard, 2016; Min & Luqiu, 2020; Wasserman & Madrid-Morales, 2018). Creemers (2015) argues that China’s public diplomacy discourses lack credibility, which is a significant contributing factor to their failure. China has an established tradition of “positive reporting” of the news, framing national policies and political authority in an overwhelmingly positive and progressive way (Chang & Lin, 2014). This news reportage approach differs from the normative journalism approach of the “fourth estate” and “watchdog” functionalities, which provide a public check on the branches of a government (Benkler, 2013). This, combined with intensified geopolitical and ideological conflicts with the United States, has lowered the credibility of China’s public diplomacy discourses among the U.S. public (see, e.g., Edney, 2014). Low news credibility further undermines persuasive power and fosters less-favorable attitudes (Jones, Sinclair, & Courneya, 2003).

The present investigation examines the effects of China’s mediated public diplomacy on improving foreign attitudes via increasing content credibility by adopting two-sided narration and engaging in-group members of targeted audiences as narrators. This study uses a 2 × 2 between-subject factorial design (N = 425) that crossed narration perspective (one-sided vs. two-sided) with narrator identity (in-group vs. out-group of targeted audiences). Our results find that when the American participants were exposed to China-related news and content that (a) told stories from both positive and negative perspectives or (b) was produced by their in-group members, they perceived the information as having high credibility and showed significant positive attitude increase toward China. In addition, the study finds that using two strategies together has no additional impact. This means that improving credibility or attitudes through mediated public diplomacy can only be achieved to a certain extent.

**Literature on Mediated Public Diplomacy**

The notion of public diplomacy was first proposed in 1965, referring to government-sponsored efforts aimed at communicating directly with foreign publics. During the Cold War, both the United States and the Soviet Union used international broadcasting to cultivate favorable foreign attitudes toward themselves and negative perceptions toward their rivals (Gilboa, 2008; Golan, 2013). At that time, the term “public diplomacy” worked as an alternative to “propaganda” (Gregory, 2008) and was applied to the process by which states seek to accomplish the goals of their foreign policies by engaging with foreign publics (Cull, 2008) via information and persuasion campaigns.

Since the 1990s, public diplomacy has been increasingly gaining governments’ attention and investment and continues to be one of the most salient political communication issues (Snow & Taylor,
2009), playing a crucial role in states’ international communicative agenda and working as an instrument in facilitating economic and trade exchange, promoting ideology, and building benign nation images and international relationships (Gregory, 2008). Moreover, the rise of global governance in parallel with the development of information and communication technology significantly diversifies the available public diplomacy actors, adding new participants such as interest groups, media agencies, transnational companies, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and individuals (Keohane & Nye, 2000). The “non-state transnational model” put forward by Gilboa (2000) sheds light on the emergence of public diplomacy networks consisting of various communicators who actively cultivate global support for their causes.

In forming foreign attitudes, the media play a vital role since ordinary citizens do not have extensive knowledge of foreign affairs. Mediated public diplomacy is defined as “shorter term and more targeted efforts using mass communication (including the internet) to increase support of a country’s specific foreign policies among audiences beyond that country’s borders” (Entman, 2008, p. 88). The process can be divided into two dimensions: Agenda building and frame building, which refer to competing for access to the overseas media and competing for control over the dominant interpretation of events and issues (Golan, 2013; Shearer & Gabay, 2009). Extant studies shed light on the importance of traditional communication channels as agenda-building tools in the digital age and point out that cultural congruence empowers countries’ advantages in promoting agendas and frames (e.g., Albishri, Tarasevich, Proverbs, Kiousis, & Alahmari, 2019; Zhang et al., 2017). Furthermore, the instruments and platforms of mediated public diplomacy have expanded significantly, now consisting of government-sponsored satellite channels, native advertising, and social media (Dodd & Collins, 2017; Tombleson & Wolf, 2017). It is argued that mediated public diplomacy would succeed easily if its goal was building mutual understanding and trust rather than promoting unconditional support toward a given country (Entman, 2008).

As an extra-regional actor and rising power seeking to expand its international influence, China has also poured vast resources into public diplomacy and become vocal more than ever in the global arena to advance its agenda and interests, for example, through constructing the state-run English-language cable TV channels targeting international audiences, China Global Television Network (CGTN; Jia & Li, 2020; Wang, 2011). Existing studies have focused on CGTN’s media narratives and communication effects in Latin America and Africa (e.g., Hernández & Madrid-Morales, 2020; Morales, 2021). For instance, Umejei’s research (2018) suggests that Chinese media organizations based in Africa are promoting an editorial policy of “positive reporting,” which is supposed to dictate a shift away from the Western model of journalism toward subjective support for the state. In Mexico and Argentina, Morales (2021) conducted a series of focus groups and found CGTN’s Español channel struggling to catch the attention of viewers due to limited availability, low credibility and trust, and lack of cultural proximity.

Despite the growing interest in public diplomacy in both Western and Chinese contexts, only a small segment of scholarship has focused on the acceptance side of mediated public diplomacy initiatives and narratives and empirically tested what types of discursive strategies, narrations, and messages have better persuasive power in gaining favorable feelings and support from foreign publics and international societies (Kohama, Inamasu, & Tago, 2017). Specifically, Fullerton and Kendrick (2013) found that U.S. tourism advertising did not just increase foreign people’s intention to travel to the United States, but it also enhanced international attitudes toward the U.S. government and its people. Lee and Kim (2021) examined the effects of South Korea’s nation branding strategies amid COVID-19 using sentiment analyses of social
media comments. One study that is very relevant to our research is Min and Luqiu’s (2020) online investigation exploring the persuasive effects of China’s “new” versus “old” forms of international propaganda among the U.S. and South Korean publics. Their results demonstrated that new forms of international propaganda (referring to new rhetoric strategies and visualization technologies) enjoy higher credibility than old forms of propaganda and therefore have greater persuasiveness. In addition, Fang and Mutz (2016) measured the source effect of China’s international communication, demonstrating that when an online video was credited to a non-CCP brand, its perceived credibility among U.S. audiences was significantly higher than that of the same video when branded as a CCP product.

This study engages in the academic effort of examining the acceptance side of mediated public diplomacy by using U.S.-China relations as a research case and taking information credibility as a critical element and mediator in communication processes. For decades, China’s soft power campaigns and public diplomacy initiatives have been viewed as obviously propagandistic and thus have had limited success persuading international, especially Western, audiences (e.g., Min & Luqiu, 2020; Wasserman & Madrid-Morales, 2018). A crucial explanation for China’s unconvincing public diplomacy discourse is the lack of credibility. Due to China’s decade-long news tradition of “positive reporting”—which differs considerably from the normative journalistic approaches of the fourth estate and watchdog functionalities—and the intensified geopolitical and ideological conflicts between China and the West, the credibility of China’s public diplomacy discourses has remained low among the Western public. China’s public diplomacy is often considered “inimical and undependable” despite wanting to be regarded as “friendly and trustworthy” (Creemers, 2015, p. 315). Considering the “credibility deficit” of China’s public diplomacy and the subsequently less persuasive power and less-favorable feelings toward China (Jones et al., 2003), this study aims to develop effective public diplomacy strategies by highlighting the critical role of credibility in persuading foreign publics and improving international attitudes. In the next section, we discuss the literature on the dynamics of credibility, attitude change, and mediated public diplomacy from the social sciences field of communication, social psychology, business, and marketing and posit two possible approaches to increase content credibility.

Credibility, Attitude Change, and Mediated Public Diplomacy

As “a perceived quality” of information, credibility is “made up of multiple dimensions” (Fogg & Tseng, 1999, p. 80), and it can be defined as “believability,” “trustworthiness” (Fogg & Tseng, 1999), “reliability,” and “verity” (Flanagin & Metzger, 2000). Research has shown that using mediated public diplomacy can alter people’s attitudes, and the reliability of information is the main reason behind its success (see, e.g., Jia & Li, 2020; Kendrick & Fullerton, 2004). This is because existing literature suggests credibility is a crucial factor contributing to the perceived message quality and its capacity to influence (e.g., Pornpitakpan, 2004). For example, Jia and Li (2020) found that Chinese state-owned media are more likely to create negative attitudes toward China among foreign practitioners than civil actors such as NGOs because civil actors are perceived as more trustworthy and credible. Credibility plays an essential role in the persuasiveness of a message (Wilson & Sherrell, 1993), and its significance in mediated public diplomacy is widely acknowledged. As Nye (2004) wrote in Soft Power, “Politics has become a contest of competitive credibility” (p. 106). A reputation for credibility is seen as a critical asset in the struggle for soft power and mediated public diplomacy.
Previous studies reveal that multiple factors can indicate and influence information credibility. In early persuasion studies, authority was widely recognized as a crucial component of information credibility (Lin, Spence, & Lachlan, 2016). Another core indicator of credibility is expertise as perceived credibility aligns with expert-generated content (Flanagin & Metzger, 2011). According to Flanagin, Winter, and Metzger (2018), despite individual differences in credibility evaluation, such as ability, motivation and personality traits, message sidedness and information source are two crucial indicators. Two-sided messages suggest that the storyteller is more honest and fair-minded (Allen, 1991). Therefore, balanced reports increase information credibility more than one-sided messages (Mayweg-Paus & Jucks, 2017). Information sources, especially narrators’ identities, influence the trustworthiness of statements since “in-group messages may be seen as more credible regardless of whether or not they are” (Wojcieszak, 2021, p. 692). As the pros of two-sided coverage (Chang, 2013) and in-group identity (Greenaway, Wright, Willingham, Reynolds, & Haslam, 2015) in convincing and persuading the receivers have been acknowledged, we propose two methods to increase information credibility and positive attitudes in mediated public diplomacy, which are two-sided narrative and in-group as narrators.

The first strategy is the use of two-sided narratives, that is, including appropriate negative information in the communication process rather than only positive information, which could enhance information credibility and possibly change attitudes (e.g., Crowley & Hoyer, 1994; Eisend, 2010). The underlying reason is that—when someone behaves in a way that goes against their interests, it can lead to negative consequences. People observing this behavior often assume it is part of the person’s disposition. If someone deliberately admits to their shortcomings or weaknesses, it may seem like they are working against their interests. However, this can make the person more trustworthy and honest (Walster, Aronson, & Abrahams, 1966). Acknowledging negative information in a message can help the receiver see the communicator as credible (Eisend, 2007). In advertising contexts, the mechanism of two-sided persuasion may mitigate the negative attitude since the inclusion of both positive and negative information leads a consumer to conclude that the advertiser must be telling the truth. This enhances the perception of the advertiser’s credibility, which in turn positively increases attitudes. Since public diplomacy is viewed as state-sponsored “political advertising” with the aim of nation branding, we assume that the advertising strategy of two-sided messages could be applied in mediated public diplomacy discourses to gain source credibility and increase persuasiveness.

Social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954) explains how individuals evaluate themselves by comparing themselves with others. It is applied in communication studies to explore how this psychological mechanism influences credibility (Cheng, Gu, Hua, & Luo, 2021; Mugny, Tafani, Falomir-Pichastor, & Layat, 2000). When more consistency and similarities are identified after social comparison, the information is perceived as more credible (Andsager & Mastin, 2003; Phua, Jin, & Kim, 2017). In addition to increasing the credibility of information, the social comparison process—primarily downward social comparison—has been employed to explain why two-sided narration can effectively enhance intergroup relations, resulting in positive attitudes toward the out-group in the cognitive dimension. For example, scholars indicate that negative media portrayals presenting out-groups’ as less competitive can ease intergroup tensions, which helps trigger out-group empathy and increase positive attitudes toward out-groups (Sirin, Valentino, & Villalobos, 2017). Harwood (2017) suggests that when out-groups are perceived as threatening, they become the “unfavorable “them” rather than individuals, meaning that media information containing negative and less-threatening out-groups may enhance intergroup relationships. The psychological mechanism of downward comparison suggests that a person who is seen as weak may elicit sympathy and ultimately reverse their situation, a phenomenon often referred to as the
underdog effect. In this vein, groups with low power in disadvantageous situations may more easily build support (Miller & Effron, 2010; Vandello, Michniewicz, & Goldschmied, 2011). Therefore, in this study, we explore the potential of two-sided information, including positive and negative descriptions of the “others,” to convey balanced messages and build more mutual understanding, which could lead to attitude changes beyond those of one-sided messages.

A second potential approach to enhancing the credibility of information and positive attitude is to involve narrators from the targeted audience’s in-group in mediated public diplomacy. This is because the source of information is typically considered a crucial factor in shaping audience judgments (Flanagin et al., 2018). Social psychology studies have shown that messages from people within the same group are generally viewed as more trustworthy, regardless of their content (Greenaway et al., 2015; Mackie, Gastardo-Conaco, & Skelly, 1992; Wojcieszak, 2021), as it is likely that individuals tend to discriminate against those who are not part of their group and view them negatively while simultaneously improving the image of those within their own group (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). This could be explained by intergroup contact theory (Allport, 1954), which illustrates that positive interaction among members of different groups can reduce prejudice and hostility and facilitate trustworthiness (Tam, Hewstone, Kenworthy, & Cairns, 2009; Voca, Graf, & Rupar, 2023). Research has shown that direct and high-quality intergroup friendships can positively impact attitudes toward those groups (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). However, considering that actual direct interaction among groups is not practical, extended intergroup contact—mediated intergroup contact is one of the main methods—can still be a highly effective method for building credibility and improving relations (Eller, Abrams, & Gomez, 2012).

The connection between extended intergroup contact and lower prejudice and stronger favorable impressions has been observed in many societies. For instance, Pettigrew, Christ, Wagner, and Stellmacher (2007) showed that extended intergroup contact was related to less anti-foreign and anti-Muslim prejudice in Germany. In the East Asian context, Chiang’s (2021) experiment proved the phenomenon of “indirect reciprocity”—people rewarding the out-group for behaving in a friendly way toward their in-group. Considering that political attitudes could be linked closely with an individual’s social identity (Mason, 2018), we posit in this research that in-group message narrators may trigger the trustworthiness of the information and thus increase positive attitudes toward the out-group than out-group narrators in mediated public diplomacy.

As discussed above, information sidedness and information sources are perceived as two important factors when audiences assess the credibility of information. Thus, we intend to examine how sidedness (one-sided/two-sided narratives) and information sources (in-group/out-group as narrators of targeted audiences) influence credibility, thereby changing the public’s attitude, in the mediated public diplomacy. To this end, we specify our hypotheses as the following:

**H1:** Two-sided narration and in-group as narrators in public diplomacy discourse will lead to more perceived credibility than one-sided narration and out-group as narrators.

**H2:** Two-sided narration and in-group as narrators in public diplomacy discourse will have more persuasive power to promote favorable foreign attitudes than one-sided narration and out-group as narrators.
In addition, since narration sidedness, narrator identity, credibility, and attitudes are tightly intertwined, this study examines the interaction effect between narration perspective and narrator identity in increasing credibility and favorable attitudes. We discussed whether an in-group narrator would magnify a two-sided narration's potential for increasing credibility and persuasive power in mediated public diplomacy practices and whether combining the two strategies would bring additional positive effects. Considering the assumed advantages of two-sided narrations and in-group narrators in promoting the credibility of information in mediated public diplomacy, the close association between information credibility and its capacity to influence attitudes, and the interaction effects between narration perspective and narrator identity, our hypotheses and research questions are as follows:

H3: Media exposure to two-sided narration will enhance perceived credibility, which leads to positive attitude change.

H4: Media exposure to information narrated by in-group members will increase perceived credibility, leading to positive attitude change.

RQ1: Does narration identity moderate the effect of narration perspective on perceived credibility?

RQ2: Does narration identity moderate the effect of narration perspective on attitude change?

Method

Sample

To explore the effects of different mediated public diplomacy strategies, we designed a survey experiment. We obtained ethical clearance and permission before we recruited participants (425 American adults) via Amazon Mechanical Turk in January 2022. Participants were paid $3 for their participation. Our sample was 49% female and 86% White. The median age of the sample was 30 years, and the median level of education was a four-year college degree.

Design, Stimulus, and Procedure

This study adopted a between-subject experiment with a 2 (narration perspective: one-sided vs. two-sided) × 2 (narrator identity: in-group vs. out-group of targeted audiences) factorial design. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experiment conditions about rural vitalization in China.\(^2\) In each experiment condition, participants were exposed to a video that lasted approximately five minutes. Following \(^2\)We chose videos about rural vitalization in China because it was a vital development strategy proposed in 2017 as a key move to develop a modernized economy in China, with the aim of “realizing economic, political, cultural and ecological rejuvenation in rural area” (Long, Zhang, & Tu, 2019, p. 528). The strategy of rural vitalization in China means the nation has made great strides to promote balanced development nationwide, which is meaningful for a country’s development and suitable for examination from multiple perspectives.
the manipulation, participants rated the credibility of the video and their attitudes toward China and the Chinese people.

In the first condition (one-sided narration and out-group narrator), the video introduced China’s progress in pursuit of rural vitalization. In the second condition (two-sided narration and out-group narrator), the video demonstrated the current situation of rural China, in which people’s living standards have been profoundly improved but the social problems of left-behind children and elders are highlighted. For conditions 1 and 2, the narrators and on-camera figures were all Chinese. In the third condition (one-sided narration and in-group narrator), the presenters were two White men with Anglo-Saxon appearance and American accents. In the video, they traveled the Chinese countryside, interviewed villagers, and told a story about the solid progress made in China’s pursuit of rural vitalization. In the fourth condition (two-sided narration and in-group narrator), the same presenters from condition 3 traveled the Chinese countryside, interviewed villagers, and told a story about China’s progress in pursuit of rural vitalization as well as the associated social problems of left-behind children and elders. To mirror China’s mediated public diplomacy practices, we added the label “CGTN” in the top right corner of the videos.

**Measurement (Dependent Variables)**

**Perceived Credibility**

This study adopted Meyer’s (1988) measurements to assess perceived credibility, in which five levels of perceived credibility were proposed: Fair, unbiased, tell the whole story, accurate, and can be trusted. Thus, participants were asked to rate, on a 1 to 5 Likert scale (1 = not at all, 5 = very much), the following three statements: “This video is fair and unbiased”; “This video tells the whole story”; and “This video is trustworthy.” (M = 3.11, SD = 1.04, Cronbach’s α = 0.92).

**Attitude Change**

The Americans’ attitude toward the Chinese people were measured before and after exposure to the stimulus by asking: “Generally speaking, what is your opinion of Chinese people?” Participants were asked to provide answers ranging from 1 (very unfavorable) to 5 (very favorable). Many previous studies and global survey institutions such as the Pew Research Center have adopted this measurement. We subsequently calculated the attitude change ∆\(\text{att} = \text{att}_{\text{post}} - \text{att}_{\text{pre}}\) (M = 0.70, SD = 1.24), which we used as a dependent variable.

**Manipulation Check**

To assess the degree to which the stimulus videos were perceived as one-sided/two-sided and as having in-group presence/absence, a separate manipulation check was conducted in which respondents were asked to indicate whether the video they watched could be seen as one-sided or two-sided and “our in-group members are included/not included.” An independent sample t-test found that participants’ perception of whether the video could be seen as two-sided was significantly higher for respondents under the two-sided information conditions (M = 4.38, SD = 1.01) than for participants under the one-sided
information condition ($M = 3.15, SD = 1.50$). A large effect size was detected (Cohen’s $d = 2.03$). Similarly, an independent sample $t$-test found that participants’ perception of the video as “in-group included” was significantly higher for respondents under the in-group presence condition ($M = 4.54, SD = 1.05$) than for participants under the in-group absence condition ($M = 2.15, SD = 0.98$). A very large effect size was also detected. Therefore, the manipulation was successful.

### Results

A repeated analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted to test the main hypotheses. Estimated marginal means and standard errors were reported in the results. It was hypothesized in H1 that participants would report more perceived credibility from exposure to two-sided narration and in-group narration than from exposure to one-sided narration and out-group narration. Results revealed that the effect of the exposure of narration perspective (one-sided/two-sided narration) on the perceived credibility was significant, $F(1, 423) = 11.28, p < .001, \eta^2 = 0.03$. This means that participants exposed to the two-sided narration generate more feelings of credibility ($M = 3.28, SD = 0.96$) than those viewing the one-sided narration ($M = 2.95, SD = 1.09$). In addition, results showed that the effect of different narrators (in-group/out-group) was significant on the dependent variable of perceived credibility, $F(1, 423) = 10.36, p < .01, \eta^2 = 0.02$. Participants exposed to narration by their in-group ($M = 3.27, SD = 1.00$) reported more perceived credibility than those viewing information narrated by the out-group members ($M = 2.95, SD = 1.07$). This result indicated that two-sided media exposure and in-group narrators could significantly increase perceived credibility regarding information compared with one-sided media exposure and out-group as narrators. Therefore, H1 was supported (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. ANCOVA Result for Perceived Credibility.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narration perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narration identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective $\times$ identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hypothesis 2 predicted that two-sided narration and in-group members as narrators in public diplomacy discourse would lead to more positive attitude change than one-sided narration and out-group narrators. Results indicated that the effect of media exposure to different narration perspectives was significant on attitude change, $F(1, 423) = 4.88, p < .05, \eta^2 = 0.01$. Participants viewing the two-sided narration generated more positive feelings toward China ($M = 0.83, SD = 1.15$) than those viewing the one-sided narration ($M = 0.57, SD = 1.31$). Similarly, results showed that the effect of narration identity was significant on attitude change, $F(1, 423) = 7.31, p < .01, \eta^2 = 0.02$, which means that participants exposed to information narrated by their in-group generated more positive feelings about the out-group ($M = 0.86, SD = 1.14$) than those viewing information narrated by the out-group ($M = 0.54, SD = 1.32$). This result revealed that two-sided narration and in-group narration have more persuasive power to promote favorable
foreign attitudes in mediated public diplomacy discourse than one-sided narration and out-group narration. Thus, H2 was supported (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. ANCOVA Result for Attitude Change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Narration perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-sided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narration identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out-group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective × identity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, a series of ANCOVAs was conducted. For both the analyses, narration perspective was entered as the independent variable, while narration identity was used as a moderator. Age, gender, and educational backgrounds were entered as covariates in the model, with perceived credibility and attitude change as dependent variables. Results indicated a significant interaction between narration perspective via narration identity on credibility, $F(1, 418) = 5.66, p < .05, η² = 0.01$ (see Figure 1). Participants’ perceived credibility regarding the information was the highest for those viewing the two-sided narration by in-group members ($M = 3.32, SD = 0.93$), and lowest for those viewing the one-sided narration by the out-group ($M = 2.67, SD = 1.07$).
Similarly, results revealed a significant interaction effect, \( F(1, 418) = 5.19, p < .05, \eta^2 = 0.01 \) (see Figure 2). Specifically, participants exposed to the two-sided narration by the out-group members (\( M = 0.81, \ SD = 1.18 \)) reported significantly more positive attitude change compared with participants exposed to the one-sided narration by the out-group (\( M = 0.28, \ SD = 1.39 \)). For participants viewing information narrated by the in-group, attitude changes reported by those viewing the two-sided narration (\( M = 0.86, \ SD = 1.12 \)) and those viewing the one-sided narration (\( M = 0.86, \ SD = 1.17 \)) were similar.

![Figure 2. Interaction effect on attitude change.](image)

In this study, we also sought to test if perceived credibility mediates the relationship between narration perspective/identity and attitude change. Hypotheses H3 and H4 predicted that perceived credibility would mediate the effect of narration perspective and narration identity on attitude change. To test these hypotheses, we estimated structural equation models. In the model estimations, exposure to different narration perspectives and narration identities were entered as the independent variables and they were dummy coded, with perceived credibility as the mediator and demographic information as control variables. Attitude change toward out-groups was entered as the dependent variable. Results revealed that the overall model was significant, \( F(6, 418) = 73.6, p < .001, R^2 = 0.514 \). We then examined the significance of direct, indirect, and total effects through bootstrapping with 1,000 samples to obtain standard errors and confidence intervals (CIs). Results indicated that perceived credibility significantly mediated the relationship between exposure to different narration perspectives (direct effect = \(-0.03\), bootstrap-generated \( SE = 0.06 \) and CI: \([-0.20, 0.13]\) at a significance level of 0.01; indirect effect = \(0.25\), bootstrap-generated \( SE = 0.06 \) and CI: \([0.11, 0.40]\) at a significance level of 0.01; total effect = \(0.224\), bootstrap-generated \( SE = 0.08 \) and CI: \([0.02, 0.43]\) at a significance level of 0.01) and attitude change. It also showed that perceived credibility significantly mediated the relationship between exposure to different narration identities (direct
effect = 0.05, bootstrap-generated SE = 0.06 and CI: [−0.09, 0.20] at a significance level of 0.01; indirect effect = 0.27, bootstrap-generated SE = 0.05 and CI: [0.13, 0.43] at a significance level of 0.01; total effect = 0.32, bootstrap-generated SE = 0.08 and CI: [0.13, 0.53] at a significance level of 0.01) and attitude change (see Figure 3, **p < .01, ***p < .001). This result suggested that the total effects of narration perspective and/or narrator identity on attitude change are significant, and the total effects were mediated by the perceived credibility of the information. Therefore, watching the two-sided narration enhanced participants’ perceived credibility, leading to more positive attitudes toward out-groups compared with watching one-sided media content. Also, the information narrated by the in-group increased people’s perceived credibility, which consequently contributed to positive attitude change. Therefore, H3 and H4 were supported.

![Figure 3. Indirect effects of narration perspective/identity on attitude change.](image)

**Discussion**

To draw the attention of a targeted foreign public and to persuade and improve international attitudes, public diplomacy initiatives and practitioners need to have a reputation for providing accurate and trustworthy information. However, as the Chinese media have a decades-long reputation as a propaganda instrument of the Chinese state—in both domestic and international arenas—the credibility and related persuasive power of China’s mediated diplomacy discourses remain unsatisfactory (Creemers, 2015). As Gass and Seiter (2008) claimed, credibility is in the eye of the beholder. Thus, those seeking to project credibility and subsequently engender favorable feelings through public diplomacy must adopt an audience-centered approach. In the present study, we focused on the acceptance side of mediated public diplomacy and empirically tested the effectiveness of two strategies of adopting two-sided narrations and including in-
group members as narrators in achieving public diplomacy’s goal of improving foreign attitudes, which is mediated by increasing the perceived credibility of the source.

The findings of our study echo previous research’s assumptions that two-sided information and in-group narrators can effectively increase source credibility, extending the application scope from marketing studies or intergroup communication to mediated public diplomacy. We also demonstrated that exposure to credible mediated public diplomacy content has opinion-changing and attitude-improving power. As predicted by the Elaboration Likelihood model (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), people are more persuaded by strong arguments than they are by weak ones. Argument quality had a direct effect on attitudes toward a series of social issues. “Credibility” represents a profound feature reflecting a high-quality argument, and people are more open to considering arguments and information when such content is perceived as “credible.” Credible information also has better potential to facilitate a “slow” and “systematic thinking.” Systematic processing, as an effortful mode of thinking, is characterized as a “comprehensive, analytic orientation in which perceivers access all informational input for its relevance and importance to their judgmental task” (Chaiken, Liberman, & Eagly, 1989, p. 212). Heuristic processing, by contrast, is described as “a more limited processing mode requiring much less cognitive effort and capacity than systematic processing” (Chaiken et al., 1989, p. 213). The credible, two-sided, and ingroup as tellers discourses are likely to be more engaging and carry more weight, thus prompting individuals to consider mediated public diplomacy more systematically and become more open to changing their attitudes.

In addition to examining the effectiveness of in-group narrators and two-sided narratives from the angle of increased source credibility enhancing mediated public diplomacy influence, the present study also provides explanations from an intergroup relations perspective, which helps illustrate why the two strategies have a direct impact on positive attitude change. This study draws on two social psychology theories, namely social comparison—especially downward social comparison—and extended intergroup contact, to offer insights into the results.

**The Positive Effects of Negativity in Mediated Public Diplomacy**

The process of downward social comparison involves comparing oneself with those who appear inferior, which is similar to the underdog effect. Although the underdog effect illustrates the human cognitive process from a micro perspective, it could be applied within some broader sociopolitical contexts. Individual motivations for sympathizing with the powerless and favoring the less competent can impact perceptions of out-groups and have profound explanatory and predictive power in understanding intergroup relations and international relations. For conflictive or competitive intergroups, exposure to media discourses portraying rivals using the underdog narrative may decrease feelings of threat and competitive victimhood. Specifically, for our U.S. participants, media content covering China’s social problems in the countryside has some potential to lower the influence of the “Thucydides Trap” (which, in this context, means that a rising China would challenge the hegemonic status of the United States), thus easing the group anxiety accompanying superpower games.

By decreasing the feelings of intergroup threat, negative perceptions toward the out-group members can be reduced, and out-group empathy might be realized. Out-group empathy (or ethnocultural
empathy) refers to individuals from one social group coming to understand the perspective of members from potentially threatening or competitive groups. Since empathy likely evolved as a means for in-group members to detect and react to threats, out-group empathy should be rare (Cikara, Bruneau, & Saxe, 2011). However, it seems plausible that empathy across group boundaries might help reduce group conflict and violence, thus improving intergroup relations. Considering the merit of group empathy, psychologists have explored when it might occur and found that perceived intergroup competition was negatively associated with group empathy (Sirin et al., 2017). In this vein, the underdog discourses describing China’s social issues in rural areas convey the impression that China and the United States are not well-matched in strength, which decreases the competitive stress and possibly facilitates intergroup empathy.

Similarly, stereotype research claims that, in the United States, Asian people (including Chinese people) are often viewed as "cold and competent" and associated with an enviable stereotype (Fiske, 2018). When the provided media content depicts China’s development difficulties and struggles of the Chinese people, it decreases the perceived competence accorded to them as an out-group, eases the envy against this stereotype, and promotes group empathy through conveying a sense of camaraderie and similarities in the struggles being experienced, and a sense of that “we all have a cross to bear.” Therefore, two-sided information containing both positive and negative narrations of the “competitors” may trigger the audience’s empathy and decrease the threatening feelings, which increases the trustworthiness of the information portrayed and consequently generates positive feelings.

**Inclusiveness in Mediated Public Diplomacy and Extended Intergroup Contact**

The second relevant theory that helps explain the experiment results on the effectiveness of in-group as narrator is extended intergroup contact. With the aim of promoting intergroup peace and mutual understanding, intergroup contact theory proposes that positive, direct intergroup contact may be central to reducing prejudice and intergroup conflict (Allport, 1954). Studies on identity suggest information is perceived as more credible when it comes from an in-group rather than out-groups because individuals may believe that information narrated by in-groups is close to their own attitudes. For example, Greenaway and colleagues (2015) conducted experiments and suggested that communication was perceived as more effective when their interlocutors were in-group members. Considering that actual contact among groups is not as practical and convenient as mediated intergroup contact, the latter was employed to increase the credibility of information and attenuate intergroup stereotypes.

Joyce and Harwood (2014) indicated that viewers have positive attitudes by vicarious mediated intergroup contact—a type of mediated intergroup contact—for example, watching videos depicting intergroup encounters. In our experiment, watching the perceived in-group members travel in China, make friends with Chinese people, and express their interest, trust, and empathy toward them was vicarious mediated intergroup contact. Through exposure to such media information, positive extended intergroup contact experiences were realized, and a sense of connectedness with Chinese out-group members was built among our American participants. Moreover, while direct contact may induce anxiety about the interaction (Stephan & Stephan, 2000), in our study, being an observer of a cross-group relationship was a relatively unthreatening experience. A group member may share the experience of out-group friendships with their in-group. Therefore, we suggest that the mechanisms of extended intergroup contact and the inclusion of
perceived in-group members (of the target audiences) as narrators in mediated public diplomacy practices may be sufficient to promote active voluntary exposure to, and discovery of, the out-group culture. This would thus contribute to achieving public diplomacy goals more effectively. 

Finally, results from the interaction effects demonstrate that while the two strategies of two-sided narration and in-group narrator proved their capacity to increase credibility and foster favorable foreign attitudes, combining the two approaches did not provide additional effects. It could be suggested that, due to the decades-long negative reputation of China’s propaganda campaigns and increasingly deteriorated bilateral relations, there’s a ceiling effect regarding the influence of China’s public diplomacy discourse on Americans. As the recent Pew Research Center (2022) report shows, unfavorable views of China have reached historic highs in the United States. Such negativity is not expected to change significantly in the short term or with just one experiment, which leaves a restricted space for public diplomacy interventions.

**Conclusion**

Although U.S.-China relations were intense before the outbreak of COVID-19, the pandemic has dramatically exacerbated their confrontational relationship with lasting damage to public health, social well-being, and geostrategic stability (Min, 2021). The United States has been permeated with extreme and divided narratives, adopting hawkish postures and policies against China, while China also conducted nationalist rhetoric and aggressive behavior, damaging its external reputation and relationships with many countries. As Kahl and Berengaut (2020) warn, even after the receding of the virus, the geopolitical wreckage left in its wake could be profound. As such, developing effective ways to repair the alienation, at both macro- and micro-levels, represents an urgent agenda for both policy-making experts and social science scholarship.

While the border closures caused by COVID-19 largely hinder direct contact among nations, which is seen as the “golden approach” for improving intergroup relations, our study examined whether trust, understanding, and favorable attitudes can be realized through effectively mediated public diplomacy. We focused on the acceptance side of public diplomacy discourses and empirically proved the potential of two narrating strategies of adopting two-sided narrations and including in-group as narrators in achieving public diplomacy’s goal of improving foreign attitudes, which is mediated by increasing perceived source credibility. Although China and the United States were taken as as our research case, the findings of this study have important implications for broader international communications at both official and people-to-people levels. Furthermore, it is significant for any country that aims to conduct nation branding and gain global support in the context of a world fraught with fear, uncertainty, and information deficiency.

Although our empirical results demonstrate the beneficial effects of two-sided narration and in-group narrators for gaining credibility and enhancing persuasive power, their implementation in mediated public diplomacy practices should be tactfully designed. For instance, in marketing research, Crowley and Hoyer (1994) claimed that positive effects can be expected for low to moderate amounts of negative information, as the gains in credibility may outweigh the losses in expected benefits. Too much negative information, however, increases the losses due to negative attributes of the product that eventually
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outweigh the credibility gains. The authors of this study (Crowley and Hoyer, 1994) suggest that a similar trade-off between gains in credibility and negative effects would be noticed in mediated public diplomacy narratives. Moreover, the heterogeneity of in-group narrators (of targeted audiences) deserves careful examination. For example, Hillary Clinton, Bill Gates, Justin Bieber, and ordinary American people could all be viewed as part of the in-group of American audiences when they act as narrators in a Chinese media program but may produce different persuasive powers based on the target audience demographics.
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